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1



Introduction



In this paper, we analyze how industry growth is a¤ected by the interplay between monetary policy and …nancial regulations. In particular, we look at whether bank capital adequacy rules –insofar as they a¤ect banks’ lending supply - can dampen or amplify the e¤ects of cyclical interest rate policy on growth. Conversely, can the introduction of countercyclical capital bu¤ers for banks –insofar as this leads to a less procyclical or more countercyclical credit supply- provide another source of macroeconomic stabilization besides interest rate policy to foster long run growth? We start answering these questions building a growth model where entrepreneurs can raise capital from …nanciers to invest in long-term -productivity enhancing- projects. They are however subject to productivity shocks which may either alleviate …nancial frictions -when the shock is positive- or tighten …nancial frictions -when the shock is negative-. Financiers then respond to negative shocks on future productivity by asking entrepreneurs to downsize their long-term projects. Moreover, downsizing is larger for projects whose returns are less pledgeable. Cutting interest rates following the realization of a negative shock then reduces the need for entrepreneurs to downsize, and the more so for projects whose returns are less pledgeable. Counter-cyclical interest rates, i.e. interest rates which correlate positively with productivity shocks, therefore raise productivity growth and the more so for projects whose returns are less pledgeable. Second, we investigate how the supply of credit a¤ects the e¤ect of cyclical interest rates, focusing on credit scarcity and credit cyclicality. We identify credit scarcity with the tightness in bank capital to asset ratio credit cyclicality with the extent of cyclical capital bu¤ers. In the …rst case, we show that credit scarcity a¤ects the di¤erential e¤ect of countercyclical interest rates on growth. When credit is low, neither …rms with high pledgeable returns nor …rms with low pledgeable returns need to downsize their longterm project following a negative productivity shock. In this case, cutting interest rates has no 2



-di¤erential- e¤ect on growth. However, when credit is high, …rms with low pledgeable returns now need to downsize their long-term project following a negative productivity shock. In this case, cutting interest rates raises growth for …rms with a low pledgeable return, but has no e¤ect on …rms with a high pledgeable return. The di¤erential growth e¤ect of countercyclical interest rates is therefore larger when credit is more abundant, i.e. when the capital to asset ratio for banks is relatively lower. Last, we study the e¤ect of credit cyclicality. As is the case for interest rates, procyclical credit is found to hurt disproportionately more low pledgeability …rms. When entrepreneurs can raise a large amount of credit for initial investment, they are more likely to face downsizing if a negative shock hits one period later. As a result, lower pledgeability …rms downsize more, thereby growing more slowly when credit is more procyclical. With these three predictions at hand, we turn to the data. The empirical analysis builds on the methodology developed in the seminal paper by Rajan and Zingales (1998), making use of cross-industry, cross-country panel data regressions. Namely, we test whether industry growth is positively a¤ected by the interaction between on the one hand industry-level measures of …nancial constraints (computed for each corresponding industry in the United States) and on the other hand interest rate cyclicality or …nancial sector regulations (computed at the country level). We favor this approach because it provides a clear and net way to deal with causality issues. By looking at the e¤ect of macroeconomic policies/regulations observed at the country level on growth at the industry level and acknowledging that individual industries are small compared to the total economy, we can con…dently rule out reverse causality. To the extent that macroeconomic policy/regulations can a¤ect industry growth, the opposite (industry growth a¤ecting macroeconomic policy/regulations) is much less likely to hold. Using this methodology, we provide a contribution to two di¤erent debates. A …rst debate is whether monetary policy should or should not adapt to the business cy-
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cle, and more speci…cally whether interest rate setting along the cycle may a¤ect long run growth. The conservative view argues that monetary policy should focus exclusively on in‡ation because pursuing other goals –e.g. …nancial stability- is a straightforward recipe to jeopardize price stability. An alternative view is that in‡ation is not anymore a su¢ cient statistic to evaluate critical developments in the economy, like overheating or credit booms, so that monetary policy decisions should also re‡ect the economy’s position in the business and …nancial cycles. We provide empirical evidence showing that countercyclical interest rates, inducing lower real short-term interest rates in recessions but higher real short-term interest rates in expansions, are more growth-enhancing for sectors that face either tighter credit constraints or tighter liquidity constraints. This part of the analysis therefore vindicates the view that lowering nominal interest rates and also by engaging in further easing when cutting interest rates reaches a limit may yield signi…cant bene…ts.1 Second, there is a debate on optimal …nancial regulation. Recent in‡uential work by Admati et al. (2013) advocates higher minimum capital ratios for …nancial institutions.2 Moreover, the idea to introduce countercyclical capital bu¤ers also lies at the top of the banking reform agenda (see Drehmann et al. 2010). We investigate these two aspects, looking at cross-country di¤erences in bank capital to asset ratios and credit to non …nancial …rms countercyclicality, assuming such di¤erences can help understand the would-be e¤ects of changes in regulation. First, while acknowledging that a higher capital ratio for banks would help mitigate systemic risks stemming from the …nancial system, we show that it can adversely a¤ect the growth-enhancing e¤ects of countercyclical interest rates.3 A tighter regulation, insofar as it leads banks to choose to hold more capital, is therefore likely to 1 This draws on Aghion, Farhi and Kharroubi (2012). This analysis also shows that the bene…ts of monetary policy stabilisation come equally from bad and good states. This means that raising interest rates in good times is as important as cutting them in bad times. See Aghion, Farhi and Kharroubi (2012) for more details. 2 See also Macroeconomic Assessment Group (2010, 2011) for extensive studies of the impact of higher capital requirements on growth. 3 Cecchetti and Li (2008) con…rm that optimal monetary policy implies cutting interest rates more aggressively during a downturn to counteract the pro-cyclical e¤ect of prudential capital regulation.
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reduce the growth bene…ts of countercyclical interest rates.4 Second, we show that countercyclical credit provision enhances growth more in sectors with tighter liquidity constraints, this coming on top of the growth-enhancing e¤ect of countercyclical interest rates. Introducing countercyclical capital bu¤ers, insofar as this leads bank credit to be more countercyclical (less procyclical) can therefore help undo the detrimental e¤ects of higher bank capital ratio on growth.5 Overall, our analysis suggests that there is a trade-o¤ between on the one hand mitigating the risks and consequences of …nancial crises and …nancial instability with higher bank capital, and on the other hand ensuring that countercyclical monetary policy is e¤ective in enhancing growth in more liquidity constrained sectors. Yet, escaping this trade-o¤ is still possible by adopting (i) more countercyclical interest rates and (ii) more countercyclical capital bu¤ers.6 The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the main elements of the analytical framework. Section 3 details how interest rate cyclicality and credit supply regulations a¤ect growth in our analytical model. Then section 4 turns to the empirical analysis and describes the empirical methodology and the data used. Section 5 presents the main empirical …ndings. Finally conclusions are drawn in section 6. The appendix provides more details on the data and the estimation results. 4 See Cecchetti and Kohler (2012) for an analytical model on the substitutability and potential coordination issues between policy makers choosing capital adequacy ratios and those setting interest rates. 5 We use the cyclicality of credit provision to understand the would-be e¤ects of introducing counter-cyclical capital bu¤ers. In practise the cyclicality of credit provision depends essentially on: the cyclicality of monetary policy and the cyclicality of bank capital ratio. Cross-country di¤erences in credit provision cyclicality can therefore be interpreted as di¤erence in capital ratio cyclicality once monetary policy counter-cyclicality has been controlled for. Note however that there may be other reasons to cross-country di¤erences in credit cyclicality like the extent to which …nancial intermediaries’balance sheets are marked-to-market (see Adrian and Shin 2010). 6 Another important policy implication is that countries where monetary policy is mildly countercyclical or acyclical would not undergo larges losses to raising bank capital requirements. A genuine trade-o¤ only exists for countries where monetary policy is signi…cantly counter-cyclical.
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2



The analytical framework



2.1



Timing and Technologies



We consider a single good economy with a unit mass of entrepreneurs and …nanciers which lasts for three periods: 0; 1 and 2. Agents derive utility from consumption at date 2. Entrepreneurs are risk neutral and derive utility from their expected date-2 consumption. Financiers are risk averse. For simplicity we assume that they have maxmin preferences over date-2 consumption.7 Timing is as follows. At date 0, entrepreneurs invest in a long-term project and can borrow from …nanciers. At date 1, a state of nature s 2 fh; lg realizes, the date-0 probability of state l being q. Entrepreneurs may then need to downsize their long term project (see below). At date 2, entrepreneurs reap the output of their long-term projects, pay back …nanciers and all agents consume.



2.1.1



Financiers



Financiers have access to a short term storage technology which returns r0 at date 1 for each unit stored at date 0 and rs at date 2 for each unit stored at date 1 when state s takes place at date 1. The central bank controls the interest rates r0 and rs and sets them in advance, agents therefore take their decisions knowing current and future interest rates.



2.1.2



Entrepreneurs



Entrepreneurs have access to a long term technology: investing one at date 0 produces ys at date 2 when state s happens at date 1 (yh > yl ). If need be, a long term project can still be liquidated -partly or totally- at date 1. To obtain one unit of capital at date 1, an entrepreneur needs to 7 All results derived below still hold if this assumption is withdrawn. All we need is that …nanciers be su¢ ciently risk averse. The assumption of maximin preferences is adopted only because it greatly simpli…es the analysis makes it more tractable.
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liquidate



units of date-0 investment. Output from long term projects cannot be fully pledged to



…nanciers and



s



denotes the pledgeable return in state s.8 We assume that entrepreneurs di¤er



at date 0 in the pledgeable return and a fraction 1



s:



a fraction



of entrepreneurs has a low pledgeable return



of entrepreneurs has a high pledgeable return



s,



with



s



>



s.



s



Entrepreneurs’



long term project are illiquid, have positive NPV but are …nancially constrained, i.e.



r0 > 1 and ys > r0 rs and



2.2 2.2.1



s



< rs



(1)



Financial constraints Entrepreneurs’pro…ts and pledgeability constraint



Let us consider an entrepreneur investing I at date 0 and agreeing to a repayment Ls at date 1 and Ds at date 2 when state s happens at date 1. As the entrepreneur agrees to a repayment Ls at date 1 when state s happens, she needs to liquidate Ls units of date-0 investment and the project’s size drops from I at date 0 to I (I



Ls ) ys but only (I



Ls )



Ls at date 1. At date 2, the long-term project therefore pays s



can be pledged to …nanciers. Moreover the entrepreneur has to



meet date-2 repayment obligations Ds . The entrepreneur’s …nal pro…t is then simply the di¤erence between …nal output (I



Ls ) ys and date-2 repayment obligations Ds :



s



= (I



Ls ) ys



Ds



(2)



8 A variety of models can be used to provide micro-foundations to the wedge between the total return and the pledgeable return ys s . For instance, assuming the standard ex ante moral hazard problem, the pledgeable return writes as s = ys 1 b p , where b is the private bene…t and 1 p is the probability of failure under shirking.
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Turning to the entrepreneur’s pledgeability constraint, …nanciers make sure that …nal pledgeable output (I



Ls )



s



covers date-2 repayment obligations Ds :



(I



2.2.2



Ls )



s



Ds



(3)



Financiers’break-even constraint



Financiers impose an individual rationality condition on lending to entrepreneurs. Assuming an entrepreneur starts at date 0 with w and given that the opportunity cost of capital between 0 and 2 in state s is r0 rs , …nanciers break-even condition writes as



(I



w) r0 rs



Ls rs + Ds



Financiers lend to the entrepreneur at date 0 an amount (I



(4)



w). Since the return between date 0



and date 2 is r0 rs in state s, …nanciers require that they be paid back at least (I



w) r0 rs . Given



the sequence of repayments (Ls ; Ds ), …nanciers reap at date 2 an amount Ls rs + Ds which needs to be at least as large as what …nanciers would get otherwise, which is (I



2.2.3



w) r0 rs .9



Financiers’lending constraint



Financiers faces a capital constraint which limits their ability to lend to entrepreneurs at date 0. We denote (i



1) w …nanciers’ maximum lending capacity to an entrepreneur endowed with



w as initial wealth (i > 1). A drop in the parameter i therefore represents a tightening in the 9



The expression (4) for …nanciers’indivudual rationality condition derives directly from the assumption of maximin preferences which is very helpful as we do not need to keep track of the distribution of repayments across states of nature. Assuming a given risk aversion would imply thatwe need to take care of the repayment distribution across time and states. Yet, for a su¢ ciently large risk aversion, the optimal …nancial contract derived under maximin preferences would still hold under some constellation of parameters.
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capital constraint since …nanciers with a given capital can lend less to entrepreneurs which means that …nanciers’ capital as a ratio of total lending assets is higher. Conversely, an increase in the parameter i represents a weaker capital constraint since …nanciers with a given capital can lend more to entrepreneurs, …nanciers’capital as a ratio of total lending assets being then lower. As a result of this capital constraint for …nanciers, an entrepreneur with initial wealth w cannot invest more than iw: I



iw



(5)



Last, we assume that the parameter i satis…es



max s



r0 rs r0 rs



>i



(6)



s



Condition (6) ensures that constraining …nancier’s capacity to lend to entrepreneurs to (i



1) w



is meaningful for entrepreneurs, i.e. that the constraint (5) will be binding at the equilibrium. In what follows the parameter i will serve two purposes. Besides scaling the extent to which …nanciers face a tight capital constraint, it will scale credit cyclicality as we will allow …nanciers’maximum lending capacity to depend on the state of nature s which hits the economy.



2.3



The equilibrium



The problem for an entrepreneur consists in choosing date-0 investment I and a repayment sequence fLs ; Ds gs which maximize expected pro…ts derived from (2) subject to the date-0 constraint on …nanciers’loan supply (5), the date-1 pledgeability constraint for entrepreneurs (3) and the date-0
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individual rationality constraint (4) for …nanciers:



max = Es (I Ls ) ys Es Ds 8 > > > I iw > > > < s.t. Ds + s Ls sI > > > > > > : Ls rs + Ds (I w) r0 rs



I;fLs ;Ds gs



(7)



To solve this problem ,we can note that …nanciers’break-even condition Ls rs + Ds



(I



w) r0 rs



necessarily holds with equality at the equilibrium. Denoting y = Es ys and r = Es rs , the entrepreneur’s problem can be simpli…ed as



max = (y 8 > > < (rs s.t. > > :



r0 r) I



I;fLs gs



s ) Ls



Es ( y s (I



I



rs ) Ls



w) r0 rs



(8)



sI



iw



Then given conditions (1) which state that the long-term project is illiquid, positive NPV but …nancially constrained and given condition (6) which states that the constraint on …nanciers’ability to lend is binding, there exists a state s for which we have (i



w) r0 rs 
 > < i



n (s; l ) = > w > :



3



[(i 1)r0 rl rl



l i]



+



l



l



in state l, this writes as



if s = l (11)



i if s = h



The dynamic model



We now embed the previous model in an OLG framework where entrepreneurs and …nanciers live for two periods and every period brings a new generation of entrepreneurs and …nanciers. Net investment for entrepreneurs born at date t then determines the initial wealth wt+1 for entrepreneurs born at date t + 1. When state st+1 happens at date t + 1, we have



wt+1 = n (st+1 ; l )



11



(12)



Based on (12), and given that state l happens with a probability q, we can write the expected growth rate between date t and date t + 1 as



g ( l) =



3.1



wt+1 =i wt



q



q [(i



1) rl rl



+ l i]



+ (1 rl



q) [(i



1) rh rl



+ l i]



(13)



l



Growth and cyclical interest rates



We want to tackle the question of how the cyclicality of interest rates (rl ; rh ) a¤ects entrepreneurs’ growth. And in particular, we want to understand whether these e¤ects are larger for entrepreneurs with a high or a low tangible return. A countercyclical (procyclical) interest rate policy is exempli…ed as a decrease (an increase) in the interest rate rl in state l, keeping the average interest rate r = qrl + (1



q) rh unchanged. Following expression (13), high tangibility entrepreneurs bene…t



less from countercyclical interest rates since



@g @rl



=0 l= l



and



@g @rl



=q l= l



(i



1) r



l



rl



i 2



0. In this case, the socially



optimal interest rate policy is a-cyclical because entrepreneurs draw no bene…t/loss from cyclical interest rates while interest rate volatility makes …nanciers strictly worse-o¤. However, when entrepreneurs can invest up to ih w, then welfare may either increase or decrease with the interest rate rl . More speci…cally social welfare W is convex in the interest rate rl , …rst decreasing and then increasing, reaching a minimun for



rl



l l



!2



=



q



yl



1+ q



l l



31



1 rs t



ih 1



ih



1



Assuming the central bank can set the interest rate rl between r and r with r > r, choosing the counter-cylical interest policy against the a-cyclical policy, i.e. rl = r, improves social welfare if and only if the following conditon holds:



r



l
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